GARDEN MYSTERIES

Lavender Lies. Susan Wittig Albert

Swan for the Money. Donna Andrews

Agatha Raisin and the Potted Gardener. M.C. Beaton

Mulch Ado About Nothing. Jill Churchill

The Grub-and-Stakers Move a Mountain. Alisa Craig

The Blue Rose. Anthony Eglin

Face Down O'er the Border. Kathy Lynn Emerson

Deadly Nightshade. James Fraser

The Serpent in the Garden. Janet Gleeson

Pushing Up Daisies. Rosemary Harris

Green Grow the Dollars. Emma Lathen

Suddenly While Gardening. Elizabeth Lemarchand

The Flower Master. Sujata Massey

A Morbid Taste for Bones. Ellis Peters

Death of a Political Plant. Ann Ripley

Murder in the Rose Garden. Elliott Roosevelt

The Broken Vase. Rex Stout